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0, Introduction* Let {33fc: ke K} be a family of Banach spaces
whose intersection D is dense in 33*. for each ke K. Suppose that 0,
16 K and that each 33̂  satisfies the relations 33O Π 95i c 3Sfe and S30 <
23* < S3i (see § 1); let T be a linear operator which is simultaneously
defined and bounded on each member of the family {33fe: keK} (that
is, TepBΛ]; see 0.1). This paper gives a condition insuring that

σ(T; [»o]) = ff(Γ; [Bui) for any k Φ 1; here σ(T; [S3,]) denotes the
spectrum of T relative to [39fc]. In fact, this spectral equality holds
whenever T has a spectral resolution which is bounded in [5BJ; see
§ 1. In this connection, it should be mentioned that the articles of
Halberg and A. E. Taylor [4, 5] study relations between σ(T; [33O]) and
σ(T; [SSx]) in the particular case K = {0,1}.

Let 3ίx be the Banach algebra of all complex-valued functions of
bounded variation on a finite interval X. Our end-result depends on
the fact that an operational calculus into [S30] induces a continuous
representation of some - £&x into [33̂ ] (for k Φ 1); as is the case with
the "spectral distributions" of Foias [3], properties of such represent-
ations may be exploited to some extent: see § 3.

Let μ be a continuous representation of 3ϊx into some Banach
algebra ©, and let Σm be the largest open set G such that μ\a, b[ =
O whenever [α, b] c G; the existence of Σm is established in § 2. If
he&x, then μ(h) is a member T of Gf, and the spectrum σ(T; @)
coincides with the image h(Σm) whenever h is continuous on X. Let
g be a function on h(Σn); as we shall see, it is natural to write
g(T) = μ(g oh). It will be shown that

(1) σ(g(T); ®) = g(σ(T; β)) - (g<>h)(ΣJ)

whenever the images h(x) and (g o Λ,)(X) are plane rectifiable continuous
curves: see 3.2. The first equality in (1) is well-known when g is a
polynomial

Σtfvλ
v (for \eh(X));

v=o

note that1, in this case
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1 The composition g o h is defined by the relation (g o h)(λ) = g(h(λ)) for any λ €
<-oo, oo).
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